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Chapter 1591: Undergo a Complete Change 

This third round was naturally competing on pill refinement. 

This round did not have any trickery to talk about. It was totally competing in raw power. 

But Ye Yuan was not worried about Ning Siyu. 

The current Ning Siyu was already no longer the past Ning Siyu. 

She had experienced his Dao Realm pill refining several times altogether and also had his special 

training. If she could not refine a high-grade medicinal pill, then Ye Yuan would go and knock his head to 

death. 

Of course, it was also that Ning Siyu had astonishing comprehension ability. That was why Ye Yuan 

would choose her. 

If it were others, even if he let them observe his Dao Realm pill refinement, wanting to make rapid 

progress within a short time could not be done no matter what. 

One had to know, the first time Ning Siyu saw Ye Yuan’s Dao Realm pill refinement, she could already 

refine high-grade Meridian Heaven Heart Pill. 

“Qiyang, this round is your forte. You definitely can’t lose anymore.” 

Ruo Xu could not sit still anymore. Making use of the resting interval, he personally went down the 

grandstand and called Song Qiyang to his side, personally instructing. 

A hint of panic flashed across in Song Qiyang’s eyes. He did not think that he would lose so thoroughly 

today. 

For so many years, his eyes had always been at the top of his head, totally looking down on alchemists in 

the same rank. 

But now, he was utterly defeated at the hands of a little girl. 

He started to doubt life! 

“Master, I ... the first two were also my forte! Furthermore, the second round, I even practiced before in 

advance. But in the end ...” Song Qiyang said rather dispiritedly. 

Ruo Xu’s face fell and he said, “Although I didn’t catch any evidence, the first two rounds, they definitely 

have suspicions of winning through unorthodox ways! But the third round is honest-to-goodness pill 

refinement. That punk absolutely can’t make Ning Siyu this lass undergo a complete change! You don’t 

need to think too much, this third round, as long as you perform as per usual, you’ll win for sure. Make 

sure not to be affected by before!” 

Song Qiyang sucked in a deep breath and said with a nod, “I know what I should do, Master!” 

“You know my ass! If you also lose this third round, don’t call me your master anymore in the future!” 
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Done talking, Ruo Xu flicked his sleeves and left, leaving behind Song Qiyang transfixed like a wooden 

chicken. 

What kind of visual prowess did Ruo Xu have, how could he not see that Song Qiyang’s thoughts were 

wavering right now? 

Hence, that was why Ruo Xu dealt this harsh action to him, making Song Qiyang pull himself together. 

Ruo Xu spent a lot of effort on Song Qiyang, how could he bear to really chase him out of his tutelage? 

“Third round, pill refining! The medicinal pill that you all have to refine is the Crimson Thunder Heavenly 

Spirit Pill!” the deacon said. 

The Crimson Thunder Heavenly Spirit Pill was a thunder-attribute medicinal pill. The difficulty of refining 

was very high; virtually comparable to the Gale Celestial Stone Pill. 

The difficulty of medicinal pill was an unprecedented challenge to everyone. 

But in this third round, Ning Siyu was clearly at a disadvantage. 

After all, she was just middle-stage Origin Deity. She was much worse in terms of divine essence. 

These medicinal pills that are harder to refine, and the expenditure on divine essence was also 

enormous. 

“I wonder if this third round, Ning Siyu can still create a miracle or not!” 

“If there weren’t the first two rounds, I think that Ning Siyu definitely can’t! But now, I’m really looking 

forward to it!” 

“I heard some time back that Ning Siyu assailed the Meridian Heaven Heart Pill bitterly and failed to get 

results. This Crimson Thunder Heavenly Spirit Pill is much harder than the Meridian Heaven Heart Pill, 

can she really do it?” 

“If Elder Ye can even teach pill refinement, then the front door of Ye Manor will definitely be packed 

until it bursts tomorrow.” 

... 

In the first two rounds, everyone was not optimistic about Ning Siyu. But they did not expect that Ning 

Siyu became the greatest dark horse, crushing the top seeded contestant, Song Qiyang, until he was 

black and blue all over. 

This third round, everyone naturally also looked forward to it. 

But some who knew the inside story heard before about Ning Siyu’s Alchemy Dao strength, and hence, 

started somewhat doubting it. 

With the pill refinement round starting, everyone cast their whole attention into pill refinement, but 

Ning Siyu did not move. 

Ye Yuan told her, don’t be impatient, before refining the pill, recall the many times of observations 

properly, carefully recall the Dao accumulations back then, and adjust your state to the pinnacle. 



Ning Siyu readily obeyed Ye Yuan’s words, so she was not in a hurry to move. 

“Mn? What’s this girl doing? She knows that she can’t refine it, so she’s deliberately disrupting my 

mind?” 

Song Qiyang’s state of mind was unsettled and kept on not being able to let go of thinking about Ning 

Siyu. 

Ning Siyu’s strange action naturally landed in his eyes very quickly. 

He was already somewhat doubting life now. Seeing this scene, he was even more anxious and doubtful. 

“Humph!” 

Ruo Xu suddenly snorted coldly. Song Qiyang abruptly startled awake, and plunge into pill refining. 

“Head Elder, this action ... is likely not compliant with the rules, right?” Xuan Yu suddenly opened his 

eyes and said coolly. 

Ruo Xu’s face did not turn red, nor did his heart beat faster as he said coolly, “What did this old man 

do?” 

He clearly made Song Qiyang calm his thoughts through this cold snort. Now, he actually refused to 

admit it without blushing. 

The other elders also felt that this action was somewhat overboard. It was just that they dared to be 

angry, but they did not dare to speak. 

Xuan Yu froze and immediately kept his mouth shut. 

This guy’s skin was seriously too thick. 

Ye Yuan glanced at Ruo Xu, but did not make a sound. 

While at this time, Ning Siyu suddenly opened her eyes and started the pill refinement! 

Ye Yuan’s eyes lit up, nodding his head to himself. 

This girl’s comprehension ability was even better than he thought. 

Only to see Ning Siyu’s actions akin to floating clouds and flowing water – natural and smooth, 

accomplishing things at one go, with quite the air of a master. 

Quite a few elders emitted a light gasp, clearly being attracted by Ning Siyu. 

The realm of the elders present were all very high and could discern the level of superiority at a glance. 

Ning Siyu’s current state already reached a kind of ethereal state, no distractions in her mind. 

Under such a state, pill refinement could clearly yield twice the results with half the effort. 

“Siyu this lass seems to really be different!” 

“Could it be that Elder Ye really has this level of means to turn something rotten into something 

magical?” 



“If Siyu this girl really refines the Crimson Thunder Heavenly Spirit Pill, that would be incredible!” 

... 

The group of elders gasped in wonder one after another. They knew that Ning Siyu really could not be 

compared to in the past anymore. 

Regardless of the final result, Song Qiyang’s title of number one person among Three-star disciples 

would likely have to be handed over on a silver platter. 

In contrast, even though Song Qiyang forcefully reigned in his thoughts, his state of mind was already 

flustered. It was very hard to unleash all of his strength. 

His strength would likely be greatly reduced. 

Time slowly trickled by, due to the reason of her realm being lacking, Ning Siyu was dripping with sweat, 

somewhat straining. 

But, her entire person was in a mysterious state and did not detect it at all. 

She only had one thought right now, that was to refine the medicinal pill. 

Suddenly, she chirped. 

“Condense!” 

She was the last to take action among everyone, but the very first to finish! 

Amidst the crowd, waves of exclamations came over. 

They did not expect that Ning Siyu really refined the Crimson Thunder Heavenly Spirit Pill. 

Even she herself looked towards Ye Yuan with an excited face. 

She knew that all these changes were brought to her by Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan flashed her a slight smile to show her affirmation, making Ning Siyu extremely agitated. 

Before long, Song Qiyang’s medicinal pill was also about to congeal. 

“Humph!” 

But right at the critical moment, Ye Yuan suddenly emitted a cold snort from his nasal cavity. 

Song Qiyang seemed to have his throat clutched, instantly suffocating. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1592: Vastsun Universe Pill 

Congealing the pill was one of the most critical steps in alchemy! 

One could say that it was akin to ten thousand streams converging into a river. 

This cold snort of Ye Yuan’s seemed to directly chop a blade at the convergence area of all the trickles. 
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That taste was really free from inhibitions to the max. 

Head Elder’s face changed and he said in a cold voice, “Ye Yuan! What’s the meaning of this?” 

Ye Yuan said with an innocent look, “What did I do? Oh, just now, my throat was uncomfortable and I 

cleared it. Head Elder’s throat was also uncomfortable just now, right?” 

“You!” Ruo Xu was angered until his face was livid, but he actually could not find the words to refute. 

Many elders all desperately held back from laughing. Ye Yuan this boy was really too bad. 

But this matter was Head Elder not complying with the rules first. No one could find any fault. 

Although this cold snort of Ye Yuan’s was not to the extent of making Song Qiyang waste all the previous 

efforts, the quality of the medicinal pill was definitely greatly affected. 

“What’s wrong with me? Could it be that I did something wrong, why is Head Elder being so angry?” Ye 

Yuan said with a face that looked harmless to man and beast. 

Ruo Xu’s expression was incredibly grim as he said in a solemn voice, “Elder Ye, very good! You’re very 

good! In a while, we’ll showcase our true abilities then!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “To be able to get Head Elder’s guidance, this Ye most welcomes it.” 

Amidst the somewhat cold atmosphere, everyone’s medicinal pills had completely been refined. 

The disciples who could enter the top 30, their strengths were all very outstanding. 

Although the Crimson Thunder Heavenly Spirit Pill was hard, it was not to the point where they could 

not refine it. 

It was just that the good and bad of the qualities varied greatly. 

“Open the furnace! Elders, please examine them!” the deacon said in a clear voice. 

Everyone opened their medicinal cauldrons. One medicinal pill after another flew out. 

When Ning Siyu saw her Crimson Thunder Heavenly Spirit Pill, she could not help being overjoyed. 

She really did it! 

Peak high-grade! 

Just one more stop and it was superior-grade! 

The group of elders walked down the grandstand and saw Ning Siyu’s Crimson Thunder Heavenly Spirit 

Pill at first glance, all incomparably shocked. 

How could they have imagined that Ning Siyu could actually refine one that was peak high-grade? 

“Looks like this round’s situation is already very obvious. Siyu this lass takes first place for all three, 

overpowering everyone!” said an elder. 

Quite a few elders came in front of Xuan Yu and congratulated, “Second Elder, congratulations! The ten 

spots to enter the Pill Tower this time, your lineage actually occupied half! It’s truly unprecedented!” 



Xuan Yu smiled and said, “Got lucky, got lucky, all thanks to Elder Ye!” 

Xuan Yu was naturally delighted in his heart. But he also knew that this was all Ye Yuan’s credit and had 

nothing to do with him. 

These few years, he was bullied badly by Head Elder. Today, he finally vented it all out. 

Head Elder only came down and circled one round, then returned to the grandstand again. How could 

he still have any face to stay? 

That cold snort of Ye Yuan’s directly disrupted Song Qiyang’s medicinal pill into low-grade. 

How could a low-grade medicinal pill be enough to enter the top ten? 

Song Qiyang was long gone. He really had no way of staying here anymore. 

Today, his face was utterly lost. 

After a few more hours, the protector team’s results were also out. Lu Yi and Ding Xun both successfully 

obtained the spots to enter the Pill Tower. 

Once that side ended, Ruo Xu stood up impatiently and said coldly, “Elder Ye, it’s our turn!” 

Ye Yuan slowly got up and said with a smile, “Head Elder is very anxious. This state of mind will affect 

your performance.” 

Ruo Xu snorted coldly and said, “That doesn’t need you to worry about! Today, this old man is going to 

let you know that elders aren’t so easy to be!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “How does Head Elder want to compete?” 

Ruo Xu said in a deep voice, “Don’t say that this old man is bullying you. Any rank three divine pill, you 

can have your pick!” 

Head Elder was still concerned about his identity in the end and did not wish to get a reputation of 

bullying the weak in front of so many people. 

Therefore, he had Ye Yuan choose the medicinal pill. 

In his view, no matter which rank three medicinal pill, he still had no problems crushing Ye Yuan. 

He was the exalted Pill Tower’s head elder, a peak Four-star Alchemy God. How could he possibly lose to 

a Three-star Alchemy God? 

Even if Ye Yuan was somewhat different from the rest, his strength far surpassing Three-star Alchemy 

Gods, he also had full confidence. 

But Ye Yuan smiled when he heard that and said, “Head Elder is actually so magnanimous, then ... I’ll 

choose the medicinal pill?” 

Ruo Xu snorted coldly and said, “You just pick! This old man is the exalted head elder, could it be that I 

still have to make things difficult in this area for you, a Three-star Alchemy God? Spreading it, wouldn’t it 

incur the entire imperial city’s people mocking?” 



Ye Yuan nodded his head, but looked towards Xuan Yu and said, “Second Elder, I wonder what rank 

three divine pill Head Elder is most adept in?” 

Xuan Yu understood it and said with a smile, “The rank three divine pills that Head Elder is good at are 

too many to enumerate. But to say what he’s best at, it should be the Vastsun Universe Pill. This 

medicinal pill of his has created many Divine Lord Realm powerhouses for the imperial city!” 

Ye Yuan’s brows raised up, looking at Ruo Xu. He was rather surprised. 

He did not think that Ruo Xu was actually good at the Vastsun Universe Pill! 

This Vastsun Universe Pill was not an ordinary medicinal pill, but a medicinal pill that could help half-

step Divine Lords and grand completion Origin Deity perceive the laws of heaven and earth, 

comprehending opening up an inner-world. 

No medicinal pills could directly let the martial artist breakthrough to Divine Lord Realm. But the 

Vastsun Universe Pill could increase the chances of a martial artist’s breakthrough, letting them have a 

chance of taking this final step. 

This kind of medicinal pill was hard to find a single one. 

Disregarding that the spirit medicines required were very scarce, the requirement of the refiner was also 

perverse to the extreme. 

Even for Four-star Alchemy Gods, those able to refine it were also exceedingly few. 

Three-star Alchemy Gods, it had never been heard of that someone refined it before. 

Ruo Xu and Xuan Yu, these sorts of existences, could naturally refine it. But Ruo Xu was more than a 

magnitude stronger than Ruo Xu in this medicinal pill. 

The moment Ruo Xu heard, his stomach full of anger turned into ridicule and he said with a cold smile, 

“Huhu, young people had best not be too impetuous! You want to use the medicinal pill that I’m most 

adept in to compete with me, the idea is good, but ... you’re too weak!” 

Ruo Xu’s meaning was: you want to posture, in the end, you smacked your own face, right? 

How could he not perceive that Ye Yuan wanted to challenge the medicinal pill that he was best at? 

However, the reality was not as expected! 

He completely did not think that Ye Yuan would compete with him with the Vastsun Universe Pill. This 

medicinal pill, Three-star Alchemy Gods had no capability to refine one! 

The other elders also revealed contemptuous looks, feeling that Ye Yuan postured over the top. 

“This Elder Ye, the more I look, the more unreliable he seems to be!” 

“Yeah, want to say that Ning Siyu was taught by him, I don’t believe even if beaten to death.” 

“Youngsters, having a bit of strength made them not know the immensity of heaven and earth anymore. 

How can the Vastsun Universe Pill be what he can refine?” 



... 
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Chapter 1593: Overwhelming Aura 

“You want to compete in the Vastsun Universe Pill with me? Huhu, young man, I’m somewhat doubting 

it now. Do you really know alchemy?” When Ruo Xu heard that, he could not refrain from laughing in 

spite of himself. 

“Know or not, you’ll know in a while. Why is Head Elder going back on your words?” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

“Heh, since you’re looking for a trashing yourself, then wouldn’t it somewhat be letting you down if this 

old man doesn’t help you achieve your purpose?” Ruo Xu said with a cold smile. 

To talk about Ruo Xu refining the Vastsun Universe Pill, that was indeed a special ability of Heavenly 

Eagle Imperial City. 

There was even one time when he refined a peak heaven-grade Vastsun Universe Pill and just missed a 

little bit more to reach the realm of divine-grade. 

For the Vastsun Universe Pill, this was simply a miracle. 

There was a saying that circulated among alchemists, the Vastsun Universe Pill was the hardest in rank 

three! 

For a rank three alchemist to want to refine the Vastsun Universe Pill, it was undoubtedly a fool’s talk. 

One could say that the Vastsun Universe Pill was the taboo of Three-star Alchemy Gods. 

Even though it was just a rank three divine pill. 

Only by experiencing the baptism of Great Dao, opening up one’s inner-world and increasing one’s 

comprehension, could one refine this medicinal pill. 

It could be seen from this how great the difficulty of refining this medicinal pill was. 

However, when everyone heard that Head Elder was going to refine the Vastsun Universe Pill, each and 

every one of them became incomparably excited. 

Especially those alchemists, this was a rare chance to learn and observe to them. 

“It’s really too great! To actually be able to personally see Head Elder refining the Vastsun Universe Pill, 

this is a chance that only happens once in a blue moon!” 

“Even though Elder Ye is unreliable, he obtained benefits for us, these bottom-level alchemists, this 

time!” 

“Elder Ye is really an ignorant person who doesn’t fear anything, to actually want to compete in the 

Vastsun Universe Pill with Head Elder. Isn’t this simply looking to be abused?” 

“Maybe he feels that such a difficult medicinal pill, even if he can’t refine it, it wouldn’t be too 

embarrassing either. This way, he can continue to fish in troubled waters in the future.” 
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... 

The spirit medicines required for refining the Vastsun Universe Pill were very rare. But with the Heavenly 

Eagle Imperial City’s strength, collecting a few sets of rank three spirit medicines was still doable. 

It was just that this medicinal pill was too precious. Extremely few people could afford the price to invite 

Head Elder to take action. 

Before long, someone prepared two sets of spirit medicines and delivered them to the Pill Tower. 

“Elder Ye, these spirit medicines were gotten by the Martial Tower’s disciples at the risk of their lives. 

Giving you to refine is really too wasteful!” Ruo Xu pointed at those spirit medicines and said. 

Ye Yuan laughed in spite of himself when he heard that and said, “Head Elder’s words aren’t correct. 

Wasted or not, we’ll only know after refining. If your medicinal pill’s quality is worse than mine, you’re 

the one who really squandered it!” 

Ruo Xu snorted coldly and said, “Razor-tongued! I don’t believe that you can really refine the Vastsun 

Universe Pill.” 

Ye Yuan shrugged his shoulders and said coolly, “It’s useless to say anymore, let’s get started! Uh ... 

Head Elder go first, let me plagiarize first.” 

Ruo Xu laughed coldly and said, “Then you have to watch carefully!” 

Done talking, Head Elder’s two hands drew a circle. The aura of Great Dao surged to the sky on the 

plaza, the commotion extremely shocking. 

Reaching the realm of Four-star Alchemy God Realm, each pill refinement would trigger the power of 

Great Dao. But those who could be deep and vigorous like Head Elder, they were one of a kind. 

Xuan Yu’s gaze turned sharp and he muttered to himself, “Looks like his strength improved again!” 

The two people fought for so many years and had always been secretly contending. 

Regarding Ruo Xu’s strength, Xuan Yu was the clearest. 

From this imposing momentum, he could sense that Ruo Xu’s strength was a little stronger than before 

again. 

Reaching their realm, every tiny bit of improvement was exceedingly hard to come by. 

Head Elder’s strength improving, he could originally shake him off by some distance. 

It was just too bad ... he ran into Ye Yuan! 

Observing Ye Yuan’s pill refinement the last time made Xuan Yu glean considerable gains. 

These few days, Xuan Yu’s Alchemy Dao level had considerable improvement. 

This kind of learning actually had the best effect during the first time. 

Because Ye Yuan’s pill refinement opened another door for them. 



“Indeed worthy of being the head elder. The moment he made his move, it’s heaven-shocking!” 

“I don’t know if Head Elder can break through the fetters this time and refine a divine-grade Vastsun 

Universe Pill!” 

“If Head Elder can break through the fetters, then all the major families present will probably go crazy!” 

“Isn’t that so! Divine-grade Vastsun Universe Pill virtually represents a Divine Lord Realm powerhouse. 

Which family can be calm?” 

... 

Head Elder’s alchemy technique was dignified and complex, yet incomparably steady. 

The Alchemy Dao powerhouses present, even elder-class, were also ashamed of their inferiority. 

This was the strength after endless tempering and training. There was no way to rock it at all. 

Ye Yuan watched by the side and also praised endlessly. 

“Tsk tsk, indeed worthy of being the head elder. His strength isn’t ordinary!’ Ye Yuan had an appearance 

of finding fault. 

The others could not help being speechless when they saw. How bold was this guy to actually not start 

yet? 

Or was it that he could not refine it at all, and directly chose to give up? 

“Hey! If you can’t refine, admit defeat as early as possible. You simply look like a clown right now!” an 

elder in Head Elder’s faction said in a solemn voice. 

Ye Yuan did not get angry either, saying with a smile, “No rush, let him refine a while first. Whether I’m a 

clown or not, you’ll know in a while!” 

That elder snorted coldly and said, “I’ll see what trick you can play!” 

Ruo Xu entering pill refining state, his entire person was fully focused on the medicinal pill. 

Ye Yuan and the elder’s conversation, he naturally could not hear it. 

The original contest became Head Elder’s solo performance. 

Very soon, everyone was drawn by Head Elder’s transcendent alchemy technique. No one paid attention 

to Ye Yuan anymore. 

They were definitely super certain that Ye Yuan was an out-and-out swindler who did not know alchemy 

at all! 

However, right at this time, Ye Yuan moved! 

An even more majestic Great Dao aura suddenly surged to the sky, giving everyone a fright. 

“This ... What’s going on?” 

“This Great Dao aura was emitted by Ye Yuan?” 



“How is that possible?! His aura is actually so much stronger than Head Elder!” 

“My God, my eyesight must be failing! How can a Three-star Alchemy God possibly trigger such a 

terrifying Great Dao aura?” 

... 

When the pill refinement started, that cynical and flippant state thoroughly disappeared from Ye Yuan’s 

body. 

What replaced it was an incomparable focus. 

Everyone looked at Ye Yuan with dumbfounded gazes and slack jaws. That dream-like alchemy 

technique, that continuously fluctuating Great Dao aura, was making it clear to all that this was an 

existence whose Alchemy Dao already reached a consummate realm! 

Head Elder’s pill refinement paled in comparison in front of Ye Yuan! 

After the astonishment, everyone was completely drawn over by Ye Yuan very quickly. 

Especially those alchemists, each and every one of them watched like they were intoxicated. 

Currently, Ye Yuan refining pills was just like triggering Great Dao Heavenly Melody back then, capable 

of making the surrounding people immerse inside, unable to extricate themselves too. 

They discovered that Ye Yuan’s alchemy technique was what they had never heard of before. 

His technique was exceedingly profound, they could not understand at all. 

Especially those elders, each and every one of them were akin to having obtained a priceless treasure. 

They seemed to have had a good rain after a long drought, learning from Ye Yuan hungrily. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 
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“This ... This is Elder Ye’s strength?” 

“No wonder he could become an elder with the identity of a Three-star Alchemy God! There’s no 

problem at all!” 

“Convinced! Really convinced! I never dared to imagine that a Three-star Alchemy God could actually be 

powerful to such an extent!” 

... 

When everyone woke up from being enthralled by the aura of Dao. Each and every one of them was 

incredibly shocked. 

Ye Yuan’s pill refinement made them broaden their horizons. 

Only then did they truly understand what Ye Yuan relied on to become an elder. 

Ye Yuan already finished, but Ruo Xu was still meticulously concocting his medicinal pill. 
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The people who were originally still marveling at Head Elder’s pill refinement, looking back at it again 

now, there was actually a dull feeling. 

No idea how long had passed either, Head Elder’s Vastsun Universe Pill was finally refined completely. 

Regarding the pill refinement this time, he was very satisfied. 

Based on his judgment, it was at least heaven-grade too. 

Being able to refine Vastsun Universe Pill to heaven-grade, one could practically be in an undefeatable 

position already. 

When he saw that Ye Yuan was still standing there, looking at him calmly, he even thought that Ye Yuan 

did not refine one. 

“Huhu, gave up? Now, do you know the disparity between you and me?” Ruo Xu smiled and said. 

Ye Yuan looked at him with a smile that was not a smile and said, “I’ve long finished refining. It’s you 

who were too slow.” 

Ruo Xu seemed to have heard the most hilarious joke in the world and laughed in spite of himself as he 

said, “Still being stubborn until now, do you think that the Vastsun Universe Pill is a cabbage, can be 

refined completely in this short while? Or is it that you treated those spirit medicines as stir-frying a 

dish, cooking them in one pot?” 

Ye Yuan just smiled and did not speak. 

At this time, an elder ran to Ruo Xu’s side and said a few words in his ears. 

Ruo Xu’s expression changed, looking at Ye Yuan with amazement. 

He opened his mouth but did not know what he should say. 

Ye Yuan ... He really refined it! 

A Three-star Alchemy God, how could it be possible to refine the Vastsun Universe Pill? 

This medicinal pill was the taboo of Three-star Alchemy Gods! 

Ruo Xu abruptly startled awake, his eyes sweeping across the other people’s faces, instantly 

understanding something. 

He was incomparably ashamed and resentful as he said to Ye Yuan in a cold voice, “Open the furnace, 

this old man wants to see what the hell you refined!” 

Everyone’s faces also revealed a fascinated look. They were all very curious, to be able to have that kind 

of terrifying alchemy art, to what grade did Ye Yuan refine it. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Open then. Head Elder, who first?” 

Head Elder said in a deep voice, “You first. This old man is very curious now, what grade of Vastsun 

Universe Pill can a Three-star Alchemy God actually refine!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “As you wish!” 



The moment the medicinal cauldron opened, a dazzling light shot out and reached straight for the 

firmament, blinding until everyone could not open their eyes. 

In the sky, the winds and clouds suddenly changed, and actually formed a rainbow auspicious cloud! 

The rainbow auspicious cloud danced in the sky, looking unbelievably magnificent, like celebrating Ye 

Yuan forming the pill. 

In the crowd, cries of exclamations rang out. 

“What grade is this medicinal pill? To actually be able to trigger a heaven and earth phenomenon!” 

“Are you dumb?! Heaven and earth phenomenon, only void spirit divine-grade and above medicinal pills 

can trigger it! Elder Ye’s medicinal pill already reached void spirit divine-grade!” 

“G-Got to be joking, right? Vastsun Universe Pill, void spirit divine-grade?” 

“Really what the frick! I was actually able to see a vast spirit divine-grade Vastsun Universe Pill be born!” 

... 

Head Elder’s face revealed a look of astonishment. With his experience, how could he not understand 

what happened? 

This scene was simply too soul-stirring! 

Want to trigger heaven and earth phenomenon, it was not just any kind of medicinal pill reaching void 

spirit divine-grade could work! 

Only a pil like the Vastsun Universe Pill that seized the good fortune of heaven and earth could it trigger 

heaven and earth phenomenon. 

And this kind of medicinal pill, wanting to refine void spirit divine-grade was undoubtedly a fool’s talk. 

But now, the crazy talk genuinely happened in front of them. 

Ye Yuan was just a Three-star Alchemy God! 

How could Ye Yuan do it to this extent? 

If not for seeing it with his own eyes, Ruo Xu would never believe no matter what that a Three-star 

Alchemy God could actually refine a vast spirit divine-grade Vastsun Universe Pill! 

This was simply a joke. 

Even if he witnessed the heaven and earth phenomenon with his own eyes, he still felt that this was a 

joke! 

A joke that heaven made toward him. 

Xuan Yu heaved a sigh and said with a bitter smile, “I even thought that Ye Yuan could refine purple 

spirit divine-grade. I didn’t think that he actually directly refined void spirit divine-grade. This guy, I really 

don’t know where his limit is!” 



Lu Yi who was beside him also said in wonder, “Master, Elder Ye is really remarkable! This Void spirit 

divine-grade Vastsun Universe Pill, probably the entire Heavenly Eagle Imperial City will plunge into 

madness!” 

Xuan Yu smiled and said, “That is, of course! This time, Ruo Xu miscalculated. If Ye Yuan didn’t have the 

ability that could be showcased, how could upstairs possibly agree to let him be an elder? I very much 

want to see if Ruo Xu is opening the furnace or not opening the furnace.” 

Lu Yi froze and immediately understood. 

He did not expect that the good guy master also had such a mischievous side. 

Under this circumstance right now, whether Ruo Xu opened his furnace or not was a very awkward 

question. 

Open, the jewel was in front, he could not present it at all. 

Not opening, the exalted head elder actually did not even have the courage to open the furnace. 

What an awkward spectacle! 

Ruo Xu regretted until his intestines turned green now. If he had long known it was like this, he might as 

well open the furnace first. 

No idea how long had passed either, the rainbow auspicious cloud faded. Everything returned to 

tranquility. 

A medicinal pill suspended above the medicinal cauldron quietly. Fragrance instantly filled the entire 

plaza. 

“So fragrant!” 

“It’s my first time smelling such an aromatic medicinal fragrance!” 

“The entire plaza is actually able to smell the medicinal fragrance, void spirit divine-grade is indeed 

extraordinary.” 

... 

Everyone’s faces revealed incomparably heated looks. Clearly, they all wanted to obtain this medicinal 

pill. 

There were quite a number of large families’ upper echelons present. Toward this medicinal pill, they 

were naturally extremely eager for it. 

This grade of medicinal pill did not just signify being able to create a Divine Lord Realm powerhouse, it 

even implied the possibility of a limitless future. 

Void spirit divine-grade medicinal pills were naturally different from ordinary medicinal pills. 

It could consolidate and bolster, stimulating the martial artist’s potential, letting the martial artist have 

even greater upside potential. 



A martial artist who exhausted their potential and could only cultivate to first-layered heaven Divine 

Lord after consuming medicinal pills, after consuming a void spirit divine-grade Vastsun Universe Pill, 

there was a very high hope of breaking through to second-layered heaven Divine Lord, even third-

layered Divine Lord! 

This was still just those whose talents were poor. 

After those with good talent consumed it, their future possibilities would simply be unimaginable. 

Such a medicinal pill, how could they not go crazy? 

“Head Elder, it’s your turn.” 

Ye Yuan’s words made the muscles on Ruo Xu’s face twitch unceasingly. 

The scene seemed to have been frozen. 

Everyone’s gazes were locked onto Ruo Xu, wanting to see what Head Elder would do. 

After all, Head Elder’s status was exalted. 

Ye Yuan’s words virtually forced him into a corner. 

Today, no matter what, Head Elder’s face was considered utterly lost. 

“You ... You won!” 

Ruo Xu practically squeezed these few words out from the crevices between his teeth. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1595: Astronomical Price Medicinal Pill! 

Ruo Xu knew that even if he risked this old life, it was still impossible to refine a void spirit divine-grade 

medicinal pill. 

This kind of medicinal pill only existed in legends. 

In reality, he lived to a ripe old age and had seen before God knows how many geniuses. But he had 

never heard of anyone who could refine a void spirit divine-grade Vastsun Universe Pill when at Four-

star Alchemy God. 

As for Three-star Alchemy God, that went even more without saying. 

Therefore, he admitted defeat very sensibly. 

Of course, he did not have the face to stay here anymore either. After conceding, he left dejectedly. 

But at this time, everyone’s thoughts were already long not on Head Elder. 

An elder of the Wang Family said in a clear voice, “Elder Ye, sell this medicinal pill to our Wang Family! 

We’ll offer 300 million divine essence stones!” 

“Elder Ye, don’t listen to him, sell to our Yan Family! We’ll offer 500 million divine essence stones!” 

“Our Liu Family offers 550 million!” 
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... 

Suddenly, these major families’ leaders seemed to thrash around violently, arguing until Ye Yuan had a 

headache. 

According to the Pill Tower’s rules, even though this Vastsun Universe Pill was refined by Ye Yuan, the 

ownership belonged to the Pill Tower. 

But, if the Pill Tower decided to sell it, 30% of the divine essence stones obtained would be given Ye 

Yuan. 

Ordinary rank three divine pills, even the Heavenly Blood Marrow Changing Pill that Ye Yuan refined at 

the south city, also merely sold at a price of 50 million. 

These major families, the moment they opened their mouths, it was several hundred million divine 

essence stones. This price already greatly exceeded the price of ordinary rank three divine pills. 

“Stop! All stop for me!” Ye Yuan shouted loudly. 

But no one listened to him. Those people were all still clamoring, virtually falling into madness. 

Void spirit divine-grade Vastsun Universe Pill, who did not want one? 

As for the price, that was all not a problem. 

Ye Yuan seriously could not bear it anymore and shouted angrily, “All shut up for me!” 

This yell, Ye Yuan mustered up divine essence, directly overwhelming everyone. 

When those people saw that Ye Yuan was angry, they indeed stopped. 

Got to be joking. Elder Ye was exceedingly formidable. Offending him, wouldn’t they be unable to bear 

the consequences of it? 

Seeing everyone quieten down, Ye Yuan said to Xuan Yu, “Second Elder, this matter had best be left to 

you.” 

Xuan Yu smiled and said, “Elders, since everyone is determined to get this Vastsun Universe Pill, then 

why don’t ... we hold an auction on the spot to determine the ownership of this medicinal pill. What 

does everybody think?” 

The moment everyone heard, they could not help being surprised. 

Who said that Second Elder was a benign person who never tried to offend anybody, this method was 

vicious! 

Auctioning on the spot, no one had any way to rely on connections. 

After today, the various major families would definitely pull all sorts of strings to find the Pill Tower to 

intercede. 

At that time, wanting to sell at a higher price would clearly be impossible. 

But now, open and transparent, everyone used money to talk. No one could say anything. 



This way, they could maximize the benefits of this medicinal pill. It was a good thing for the Pill Tower 

too. 

After all, the Pill Tower had so many elders and disciples. The spirit medicines required and divine 

essence stones expended were at an extremely terrifying number. 

The Pill Tower needed to earn money too! 

“I have no objections, do it as Second Elder says then.” 

“Mn, let nature take its course, I have no objections.” 

“Just nice, we can also test the value of a void spirit divine-grade medicinal pill. I think that this method 

is good!” 

... 

In front of so many people, even if the various elders had some ideas, they naturally did not dare to 

refute Second Elder either. 

After all, saying this sort of word publicly would harm the Pill Tower’s interests. 

Who dared to slam themselves onto the spearhead at the risk of universal condemnation. 

Second Elder smiled slightly and said, “Alright, then it’s settled. Deacon Zhang, you’re the best at this 

kind of thing. This auction will be hosted by you then.” 

Deacon Zhang stepped out of the ranks and said, “Yes, Second Elder.” 

Below, those major families’ powerhouses all cried bitterness without ceasing. 

They knew that this medicinal pill was too popular! 

Once it entered the auction process, it would definitely greatly exceed three or five hundred million. 

This way, for them to want to get this medicinal pill, they would have to spend a lot more money. 

Who said that Second Elder was easy to bully? When an honest person schemed, it killed even more 

subtly without shedding blood. 

However, they were seriously unable to refuse the temptation of the void spirit divine-grade Vastsun 

Universe Pill. This medicinal pill, they were determined to get it. 

One had to know, this medicinal pill could truly enhance the family’s strength. Compared to those 

ordinary medicinal pills, even spending up to a billion was also worth the money. 

After all, money could be earned again, but this medicinal pill would not be refined during normal days. 

The Heavenly Eagle Imperial City had already existed for no idea how many tens of thousands of years, a 

void spirit divine-grade Vastsun Universe Pill was an epoch-making first time ever! 

... 



Deacon Zhang carefully collected the medicinal pill, placed it inside the jade box, and put it on the table 

in front of him. 

“Everybody, this Zhang has consulted with the elders earlier, the base price for this Vastsun Universe Pill 

is ... 500 million low-grade divine essence stones! Each increment has to be no less than 20 million 

divine essence stones,” Deacon Zhang said in a clear voice. 

At this time, the large and small families in the inner city already sent a representative over to bid. 

Even those families that did not come also hurriedly sent people over after hearing the news. 

But when they heard the base price set by Deacon Zhang, many small families immediately flinched 

back. 

500 million low-grade divine essence stones, this base price already reached the price of rank four divine 

pills! 

This was still just the base price. The final transaction price would definitely be above one billion. 

This price was too scary. 

Not that they did not have this financial power, it was just that betting all of their financial resources on 

one medicinal pill was clearly unwise. 

Actually, these small families had long known that this medicinal pill, they definitely could not compete 

with those major families. 

But not coming to compete a bit, they could not get through this hurdle either. 

“Now, the auction begins!” Deacon Zhang said in a clear voice. 

“600 million!” 

“650 million!” 

“700 million!” 

... 

“900 million!” 

“One billion!” 

Everyone all knew that this auction’s price would definitely be very horrifying. But no one could have 

expected that the price actually rose to one billion so quickly. 

Deacon Zhang was also secretly tongue-tied in his heart. He had hosted God knows how many auctions 

before and had never seen before such an enthusiastic increase in prices. 

Normally, in the auctioning process, when there was hesitation, he would make some remarks, 

encouraging everyone to bid an even higher price. 

But this time, he had yet to say a single word and the price already doubled! 



“1.2 billion!” 

“Humph! This Vastsun Universe Pill, our Shi Family is hell-bent on it! 1.5 billion!” a Shi Family’s elder 

shouted. 

The Shi Family and Ning Family were the same, both major families of the inner city with tremendous 

financial power. 

The price of 1.5 billion frightened everyone at once. 

A rank three divine pill was actually auctioned for an astronomical price of 1.5 billion, this was 

something that no one dared to imagine in the past. 

Deacon Zhang was incomparably shocked in his heart. This was still his first time encountering such an 

auction. 

In virtually a blink of an eye, the price tripled! 

“1.5 billion! Elder Shi Song has offered a price of 1.5 billion, is there any higher?” Deacon Zhang finally 

had a chance to speak. 

After a period of silence, a middle-aged man slowly opened his mouth and said, “2 billion!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1596: Astounding the World With a Single Brilliant Fea 

Everyone revealed incredibly shocked expressions, looking over towards that middle-aged man. 

“It’s the Ning Family’s elder, Ning Lixiao! My God, he directly raised the bid by 500 million!” 

“Does the Ning Family want to give a plum in return for a peach here, establishing a relationship with 

Elder Ye?” 

“2 billion to buy a rank three divine pill, crazy! Really crazy!” 

... 

Shi Song clearly also did not expect that someone would throw a wrench into the works. He looked at 

Ning Lixiao rather surprisedly. 

Shi Song gritted his teeth and said, “2.1 billion!” 

“2.5 billion!” Ning Lixiao did not bat an eyelid and added 400 million very indifferently. 

Shi Song’s expression changed and he said to Ning Lixiao in a solemn voice, “Ning Lixiao, are you mad? 

Raising the price like this has no benefits to anyone!” 

Ning Lixiao said coolly, “Since I bid the price, it’s naturally worth this price! Shi Zhiyong needs it, Tianping 

similarly needs it. Enough crap, the one with the higher price gets it!” 

Shi Song’s face flickered incessantly and he gritted his teeth and said, “2.6 billion! Ning Lixiao, if you 

have the capabilities, offer until 3 billion!” 

Ning Lixiao gave him a glance and slowly opened his mouth to say: “3.5 billion!” 
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“Hiss ...” 

Everyone all drew a cold breath. They had long expected that this Vastsun Universe Pill would be very 

expensive, but they did not think that it was actually expensive to such an extent! 

For the price of 3.5 billion, one could even purchase some defective divine lord mystic treasure already. 

However, it was just a rank three divine pill! 

Shi Song’s expression changed several times and he said very unhappily, “Ning Lixoa, consider yourself 

ruthless! Here, this Vastsun Universe Pill is your Ning Family’s!” 

Ning Lixiao clasped his hands and said with a smile, “Brother Shi Song, thanks for giving way.” 

“3.5 billion! The Ning Family bids a price of 3.5 billion, is there any higher price?” 

Deacon Zhang paused for a bit, his gaze sweeping over the crowd, and then he followed up and said “3.5 

billion once! 3.5 billion twice! 3.5 billion thrice! Done! Congratulations to the Ning Family for obtaining 

Heavenly Eagle Imperial City’s historical first void spirit divine-grade Vastsun Universe Pill!” 

A final gong decided it! 

Everyone all started dumbfoundedly with their mouths agape, not quite daring to believe this price. 

There had never been a rank three divine pill that could sell at a sky-high price of 3.5 billion. 

They even somewhat felt that the Ning Family was taken advantage of this time. 

Even though this medicinal pill was one in a million, the price of 3.5 billion still made them feel that it 

was not worth it. 

However, Ning Lixiao clearly did not have this awareness. 

After receiving the medicinal pill, he found Ye Yuan and clasped his hands as he said with a smile, “Elder 

Ye, these few days, Siyu this lass was under your care. I represent the Ning Family to owe you a debt of 

endless gratitude.” 

Ning Lixiao was very smart. Even though he bought the medicinal pill with 3.5 billion, he did not have 

the intention of using it to show his favor. 

It was as if this medicinal pill was really worth 3.5 billion. 

Instead, he came to find Ye Yuan to express thanks for Ning Siyu’s matters. 

In reality, the Ning Family attached great importance to Ning Siyu. 

The Ning Family had very powerful strength in the Martial Tower, but their influence on the Pill Tower’s 

side was virtually zero. 

It was not surprising. Grooming an alchemy genius was much harder than grooming a martial arts 

genius. 

But what made the Ning Family have a headache was that Ning Siyu had always been lazy and made no 

effort to seek progress previously. 



But today, the Ning Family saw a Ning Siyu who underwent a complete change, this made them 

overjoyed. 

At this point, who still dared to doubt whether or not Ning Siyu was taught by Ye Yuan? 

Apart from Ye Yuan, who could still make Ning Siyu have such a big change within such a short time? 

Furthermore, the terrifying talent displayed by this young man in front of them was absolutely worth 

the Ning Family to make friends. 

Although 3.5 billion was a little expensive, this money was worth it! 

Ye Yuan understood in his heart and also smiled and said, “This lass’ talent is pretty good. If it was a 

piece of rotten wood, I can’t polish it either.” 

Ning Lixiao chuckled and said, “What Elder Ye said is true. You aren’t aware, Siyu this girl prides on that 

her talent surpasses others and is fond of playing and being willful, making our Ning Family worry our 

heads off, all the way until she met Elder Ye! Now, she finally knows what’s called heaven beyond 

heaven, and that there’s always someone better. In front of Elder Ye, any genius will be overshadowed!” 

It sounded like flattery, but it came from the bottom of Ning Lixiao’s heart. 

Ning Siyu’s talent was strong, but Song Qiyang’s talent was only stronger and not weaker compared to 

her. But the result? 

Song Qiyang would not even worthy of carrying Ye Yuan’s shoes! 

Who was Ye Yuan? 

That was an existence who one-shotted Head Elder! 

Once Ye Yuan broke through to Divine Lord Realm, that was a Pill Tower’s power that could not be 

overlooked, and could virtually stand shoulder to shoulder with the two great elders! 

After today, Ye Yuan’s reputation would spread throughout the entire Heavenly Eagle Imperial City. Ye 

Manor’s door would likely be trampled to the ground. 

“Fangrong, why haven’t you paid respects to Elder Ye? Do you know the rules or not?” Ning Lixiao 

suddenly said to the Ning Fangrong beside him. 

Ning Fangrong followed by his side like a little wifey who was bullied. 

Back then, he uttered wild ravings in front of Ye Yuan. He did not expect that in a blink of an eye, Ye 

Yuan actually became the Pill Tower’s elder. 

This change was really damnable! 

“Fangrong ... pays respect to Elder Ye!” Ning Fangrong said with clasped hands. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Long time no see, Young Master Ning. Don’t need to be so awkward.” 

Ning Fangrong said embarrassedly, “In the past, it was Fangrong who was insensible, hope that Elder Ye 

doesn’t take it to heart.” 



Ye Yuan nodded and said, “I’m not so petty yet. Let the past matters be written off.” 

The small conflict between Ye Yuan and Ning Fangrong, Ning Lixiao was naturally aware as well. 

Hearing Ye Yuan say so at this time, his heart also landed back in place. 

At this time, the Shi Family’s elder, Shi Song, also moved over and said to Ye Yuan with cupped fists, 

“Elder Ye truly astounds the world with a single brilliant feat! This void spirit divine-grade Vastsun 

Universe Pill, this Shi drools with envy. Wonder if ... I can request Elder Ye to take action to refine once 

more. My Shi Family is willing to offer 2 billion divine essence stones. Elder Ye, please take action once 

more.” 

The Shi Family’s strength was on par with the Ning Family. Gathering a set of spirit medicines to refine 

the Vastsun Universe Pill was naturally nothing difficult. 

It was just that spirit medicines were easy to find, but an alchemist capable of refining void spirit divine-

grade was extremely hard to come across! 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Many thanks for Elder Shi’s appreciation. It’s not that Ye Yuan doesn’t wish to 

take action, but it’s truly that this void spirit divine-grade Vastsun Universe Pill can’t be casually refined 

by this Ye. Being able to form the pill today also depends on elements of luck. Why not Elder Shi wait a 

few more days? When this Ye’s strength rises to a higher level and after I have a certain degree of 

confidence, I’ll take action to refine it again. How’s that?” 

Actually, this void spirit divine-grade, Ye Yuan already had 60% to 70% assurance in being able to refine 

it. 

But these words, he naturally would not say to Shi Song. 

The Ning Family just offered a price of 3.5 billion and bade this medicinal pill down. You offered 2 billion 

and wanted to make me refine me, was it looking down on me, Ye Yuan? 

Furthermore, refining for you for 2 billion, where would the Ning Family’s face go? 

Putting it bluntly, the Shi Family felt that this Vastsun Universe Pill was not worth 3.5 billion. 

However, Ye Yuan was clear, 3.5 billion was the Ning Family profiting! 

Before long, the Ning Family would understand. 

The Ning Family and Shi Family, which was far and which was close, Ye Yuan could still differentiate it 

very clearly. He naturally would not do this kind of thing that bit the hand who fed him. 

Shi Song had a regretful look and said, “Then ... after Elder Ye breaks through, this Shi will thicken my 

face and drop by to request for the pill again!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1597: Spatial Inheritance 

Sure enough, the following few days, Ye Manor’s doorway was trampled to the ground. 

Requesting for pills, acknowledging as a master, sucking up to people, so on and so forth. 
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Long Zhan was the Ye Manor’s chief steward now. These few days, it busied him terribly. 

The people coming to the Ye Manor, the lousiest were also Divine Lord Realm powerhouses. 

Origin Deity Realm juniors could only follow behind their elders obediently and give Ye Yuan their 

regards. 

Originally, he was still somewhat not used to it. But later, he discovered that everyone was unbelievably 

courteous to him. 

Only then did he knew that being stained by Ye Yuan’s light, even though his realm was not high, he 

already became Heavenly Eagle Imperial City’s most in-demand chief steward. 

Most likely, Head Elder’s and Second Elder’s stewards could not compare to him now either. 

After so many years of trials, Ye Yuan already returned to him his freedom when he came back this time. 

Ever since then, Long Zhan was even more committed to Ye Yuan. 

He knew that Ye Yuan could give him a future with infinite possibilities. 

At this time, he looked at Lin Dong from a commanding position and said coolly, “You go back, His 

Excellency won’t see you.” 

Lin Dong was full of bitterness in his heart. How could he know that Ye Yuan was actually such an 

astonishing great talent? 

A moment of hesitation offended Elder Ye, this great deity, to the core. 

Lin Dong smiled bitterly and said, “Steward Long, I know that Elder Ye is dissatisfied with this Lin. But 

this time, I specially came to make a humble apology and ask for punishment. Steward Long, please 

notify!” 

Long Zhan did not even ask for instructions and directly shut the door in Lin Dong’s face. 

Long Zhan gave him a glance and said coolly, “Protector Lin, sometimes ... there will only be one chance. 

Miss it and it will never come back again. Wavering hesitantly when the opportunity comes will only ruin 

your own future.” 

Lin Dong said vexedly, “Steward Long, this matter was indeed this Lin’s fault. It’s just ...” 

Long Zhan interrupted him and said, “It’s just that Head Elder is powerful, you don’t dare to offend, is it? 

Protector Lin, if you were His Excellency, do you think that he’d continue to use you? It’s precisely 

because Head Elder is powerful that he needed you to step forward bravely at that time, isn’t that so? 

You wanted to wait for a victor to be decided between Head Elder and Second Elder before choosing 

which team to side with, don’t you feel that it’s very shameful?” 

Lin Dong opened his mouth but could not find the words to refute. 

Long Zhan said coolly, “Protector Lin, I’m just an insignificant servant. Not that I’m intentionally making 

things difficult for you, but I have to try to figure out the intentions of upstairs too. If I can’t share His 

Excellency’s worries, before long, I’d be kicked out by His Excellency too. You’re a high and mighty Divine 



Lord Realm powerhouse, while I’m just an unexceptional minor character. Once I’m kicked out by His 

Excellency, there wouldn’t be room for me to survive in this Heavenly Eagle Imperial City anymore!” 

Long Zhan said these words neither obsequiously nor haughtily, and also lightly plucked himself out. It 

could be said to be watertight. 

Lin Dong gave Long Zhan a deep glance and said with a bitter smile, “Following Elder Ye, Steward Long’s 

future accomplishments definitely won’t be beneath this Lin’s! I’ve disturbed everyone, so this Lin will 

take his leave!” 

Finished talking, Lin Dong took his leave. 

Ye Yuan was able to refine a void spirit divine-grade Vastsun Universe Pill. Wanting to create a Divine 

Lord Realm powerhouse was truly too easy. 

Long Zhan’s talents might never be able to step into the Divine Lord Realm. But it could not be helped 

that he followed a good master who might help him to break through! 

Looking at Lin Dong’s departing back view, Long Zhan just smiled. 

Actually, he thought so as well. 

... 

“You want to enter the Martial Tower to train?” 

Inside the Ye Manor’s lounge, when Xuan Yu heard that Ye Yuan actually wanted to go to the Martial 

Tower to cultivate, he had a look of amazement. 

As an elder, they could enter the Pill Tower or Martial Tower once every hundred years. 

Presently, the Pill Tower and Martial Tower were opened. The disciples selected were also going to 

enter inside to cultivate. 

But Xuan Yu never thought that Ye Yuan was actually not going into the Pill Tower to cultivate. Instead, 

he decided to enter the Martial Tower. 

Looking at the surprised Xuan Yu, Ye Yuan smiled and said, “What does Second Elder feel that I can 

comprehend further by entering the Pill Tower?” 

Xuan Yu could not help choking. Ruminating for a moment, he discovered that Ye Yuan really did not 

seem to have anything he could comprehend by entering the Pill Tower. 

Ye Yuan’s Alchemy Dao strength had virtually reached the pinnacle already. 

The comprehensions inside the Pill Tower were likely mostly of little value to him. 

Ye Yuan could even refine a void spirit divine-grade divine pill. The comprehensions that could help him 

were truly in the minority. 

The remaining road could only rely on Ye Yuan himself to walk. 



Xuan Yu thought about it and laughed in spite of himself as he said, “You brat, if those words were heard 

by outsiders, who knows what they would think. However ... what you said is true. There truly isn’t too 

many things that can help you inside the Pill Tower.” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “I heard that there are spatial law comprehensions inside the Martial Tower?” 

Xuan Yu’s expression changed and he said, “You want to go and comprehend spatial laws? No way, it’s 

too dangerous!” 

Ye Yuan said curiously, “Isn’t it just comprehending Dao? Why would it be dangerous?” 

The reason why he had the thought of entering the Martial Tower was because of spatial laws. 

He seemed to have reached a bottleneck comprehending spatial laws himself and had never made too 

big of a breakthrough all along. 

Hearing that there was a complete spatial laws inheritance in the Martial Tower, Ye Yuan had the idea 

stirring in his mind, but he did not think that there was actually danger in it. 

Xuan Yu said, “The comprehensions of spatial laws were left behind by a Heavenly Eagle Imperial City’s 

predecessor. Inside the tower contains spatial laws first-layered heaven and second-layered heaven 

complete law comprehensions. But the comprehension of spatial laws is extremely dangerous. A single 

misstep and you would be lost inside, never getting out.” 

Ye Yuan’s brows raised up and he said rather surprisedly, “It’s actually so dangerous?” 

Xuan Yu nodded and said, “Spatial laws is an extremely high-level law, who wouldn’t it be fatal? But 

after that predecessor left behind the inheritance, he once warned future generations, saying that we 

have to think twice before we act. However, how many can resist the temptation of spatial laws? That 

generation, there were several dozen disciples who entered inside, even quite a number of elders. But ... 

not a single one came out before! Later, there were naturally disciples who did not believe in heresy as 

well, insisting on entering inside. But, until now, nobody has yet to be able to walk out of inside before! 

That place is already all of the Martial Tower disciples’ forbidden land.” 

Ye Yuan was alarmed when he heard it. He did not expect that comprehending spatial laws would even 

be so perilous. 

Seeing Ye Yuan’s expression, Xuan Yu even thought that Ye Yuan was afraid and said with a smile, “Ye 

Yuan, your Alchemy Dao talent is impressive. So you should focus on Alchemy Dao. You’ll have greater 

achievements in the future! There are times when a person’s strength just won’t cut it. Walking on the 

path of martial arts and alchemy at the same time, one might be empty-handed in the end!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Many thanks for Second Elder’s concern, but I have a score in my heart. Hence 

... this Martial Tower, I still want to go and give it a try!” 

Xuan Yu even thought that he had already convinced Ye Yuan. Who knew that saying it was like not 

saying, he still insisted on entering the Martial Tower. 

The Pill Tower finally managed to acquire such an unparalleled genius. If he fell inside the Martial Tower, 

it would really be painful until they could not breathe! 



Why was this boy so stubborn? 

Ye Yuan naturally had his thoughts. In the view of Second Elder, there was the Martial Tower guarding, 

they could focus on studying Alchemy Dao. 

But to Ye Yuan, he would not place his hopes on others. 

Only when one’s own strength was powerful that one could protect themselves! 

This was a lesson he learned and paid in blood, so he would not repeat it! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1598: Chaotic Space 

“Hey, did you guys hear? Elder Ye actually wants to enter the Martial Tower’s spatial inheritance!” 

“No way, right? Isn’t this seeking death? Spatial inheritance, I never heard that anyone could come out 

of that place before!” 

“Elder Ye is such a prodigious character, and yet, he actually wants to go and commit suicide!” 

“Could it be that the elders are going to watch him commit suicide just like this?” 

... 

Opening the inheritance, this sort of thing, could not be concealed. The news of Ye Yuan wanting to 

enter the spatial inheritance spread throughout the inner city very soon. 

This action of Ye Yuan’s made everyone very puzzled. 

A Pill Tower elder, run to the Martial Tower to join in the excitement for what? 

It was fine if going to the Martial Tower, to actually run into the most terrifying spatial inheritance. 

Was this being tired of living? 

“Huhu, youngsters are like this, thinking that they have some talent and consider everything and 

everyone beneath their notice. He thinks that he’s different from the rest and can come out of the 

spatial inheritance. But in reality, nobody has ever come out before.” 

When Head Elder heard this news, his heart burst into joy. 

These few days, he did not even dare to walk out of his front door. He truly had no face to go out. 

He, the exalted head elder, was actually defeated at the hands of a Three-star Alchemy God. This made 

him feel like he had no face to see people. 

But today, his mood was exceptionally pleased, because Ye Yuan was actually going to challenge the 

spatial inheritance. 

“Master, this Ye Yuan, one look and it’s clear that he doesn’t know the immensity of heaven and earth. 

No matter how high this kind of person’s talent is, he can’t live long either!” Song Qiyang said by the 

side. 
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These few days, it was hard on this pair of master and disciple, both not going out of the front door and 

not stepping out of the second door. They were even embarrassed to meet guests. 

Ruo Xu nodded his head and said with a smile, “The spatial laws are incomparably difficult. That 

predecessor used several tens of thousands of years before barely managing to comprehend two levels. 

Who does that Ye Yuan think he is?” 

Song Qiyang said excitedly, “Second Elder actually can’t stop him either. With this, a general that Second 

Elder’s side just acquired is actually gone right away. Hahaha.” 

Ruo Xu sneered and said, “Do you think that Xuan Yu can control that kid? With that kid’s ambition, he 

won’t submit to anybody! Moreover, Xuan Yu is at most evenly-matched with me too. What right does 

he have to have Ye Yuan became one of his generals?” 

Song Qiyang’s expression changed. He really had not thought about this. 

“Then just what relationship the two of them have?” Song Qiyang racked his brains in extreme terror as 

he said in surprise. 

Ruo Xu smiled coldly and said, “Heh, what relationship can there be? If my conjectures are right, Xuan 

Yu should have learned quite a bit from Ye Yuan! If you must put it in terms of relationship, it’s at most 

considered an alliance!” 

“Hiss ...” 

Song Qiyang sucked in a cold breath. 

He was still unable to believe until now that a kid who was so much younger than him could actually 

have such terrifying Alchemy Dao attainments. 

Even Master and Second Elder, this level of existences, were unable to shake each other. 

... 

A deacon managing the Martial Tower asked Ye Yuan doubtfully, “Elder Ye, you really want to enter the 

spatial inheritance?” 

He did not believe that Ye Yuan did not know the danger of the spatial inheritance, but Ye Yuan still 

came. 

He kept feeling that this thing was too fake. How could there be someone who would do this kind of 

stupid thing? 

Confidence in their own talent? 

If it was the Pill Tower, no one would doubt it. 

But this was the Martial Tower! 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “I’ll have to trouble Deacon Ling to send me right in!” 

Deacon Ling was helpless and could only activate the transmission array. 



Ye Yuan walked into the transmission array. A light flashed and he entered inside the Martial Tower. 

“This place is ...” 

Ye Yuan saw the surrounding scenery and could not help drawing a cold breath. 

He seemed to have been situated amidst countless mirrors. Inside the mirrors, there were countless 

reflections of him. 

With only one glance, Ye Yuan felt his eye blur, his head dizzy. 

“This place is a chaotic space. Your individual reflection is projected inside countless spaces, that’s why 

this kind of phenomenon would appear. If you can’t find the way out, you’ll forever be lost inside these 

spaces. Furthermore, between spaces, spatial extrusion might be produced, just like spatial turbulent 

flows. A single misstep and you’ll be crushed into smithereens!” Dustless’s voice sounded out inside Ye 

Yuan’s mind. 

Ye Yuan instantly understood and said in surprise, “To actually use this kind of method to cultivate 

spatial laws, it’s truly inconceivable. The senior who left behind this inheritance is really an astonishing 

genius!” 

“Heh, you don’t be in a hurry to praise first, this overlapping space isn’t that easy to clear. Otherwise, 

there also wouldn’t be so many geniuses who perish here. Even for you, a single misstep and you would 

also lose your life!” Dustless warned. 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “I can feel the spatial laws here. Even though I only grasp a superficial 

understanding of spatial laws currently, this first-layered heaven should be shrinking earth into an inch! I 

think it can’t stump me[1]!” 

In the beginning, Ye Yuan only comprehended spatial laws through Sword Dao and did not know 

anything at all. 

But later, Ye Yuan’s comprehensions toward spatial laws became increasingly more profound, gradually 

having a hint of understanding in his heart. 

First-layered heaven seemed to be the application of space in a small area. 

Putting it bluntly, it was shrinking earth into an inch. 

Making use of the comprehension towards, small-scale shuttling through the void, catching people by 

surprise. 

However, what Ye Yuan comprehended was just a bit of smattering. What he was truly strong at was still 

Sword Dao laws. 

Spatial laws only gave Sword Dao laws a supplementary effect. 

But if one could fully comprehend spatial laws first-layered heaven, then the result would be completely 

different. 

Even one-shotting half-step Divine Lord powerhouses would be a cinch too. 



“Not good! These chaotic spaces are not static but constantly moving. Ye Yuan, you have to be careful!” 

Dustless said. 

Sure enough, those overlapping spaces actually started to gradually move. 

Crack! Crack! 

The sound of space squeezing and shattering gave people an immense shock. 

The space where Ye Yuan was at was practically going to be crushed into dust. 

To simply wait and do nothing, Ye Yuan would die without a burial ground. 

How could Ye Yuan still dare to stay? Directly mustering up spatial laws, he shuttled into another region 

of space. 

But very soon, this space collapsed once more! 

Ye Yuan was incomparably wretched and could only shuttle through space continuously. 

But he discovered very soon that his bit of spatial comprehension was not enough to use at all. 

The space became more and more chaotic. Shuttling through space also became harder and harder. 

This was also just him. If someone who was completely ignorant about spatial laws was here, they would 

likely have long been ground into powder. 

... 

Martial Tower first level, which was also the entire Martial Tower’s main center. 

After several days, Head Elder Ruo Xu’s figure suddenly appeared here. 

“Ling Yun, I heard that Elder Ye entered the spatial inheritance. How is it now?” Ruo Xu asked. 

Ling Yun was that deacon guarding the Martial Tower. 

When he saw Head Elder ask about it, he shook his head and said, “The situation is likely not very good. 

Elder Ye’s aura is getting weaker and weaker. Most likely ... he’ll be lost inside the chaotic space.” 

While talking, Deacon Ling fired out a spell. A light screen appeared. 

There was a yellow dot on it. Ruo Xu knew that that represented the aura of Ye Yuan’s life. 

At this time, that yellow dot already became dim, virtually almost disappearing. 
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Chapter 1599: The Person Trapped in the Spatial Inheritance 

Looking at the light dot become dimmer and dimmer, Ling Yun heaved a sigh and said, “What a shame! 

An alchemy genius is actually going to perish just like this!” 

Once the light dot vanished, it meant that this person was forever lost inside the chaotic space, never 

able to return. 
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But Ruo Xu said disdainfully, “This is him courting death himself! He thinks that refining a void spirit 

divine-grade divine pill makes him exceptional, and doesn’t need to listen to other people’s advice 

anymore! Can’t even make it through a few days and he actually dares to enter the spatial inheritance!” 

Ling Yun gave Ruo Xu a glance but did not dare to follow up. 

The struggle of the upper echelons was not what he, this kind of small fry, could get involved with. 

He also understood Head Elder’s intention of coming today, but he could not say anything no matter 

what. 

Suddenly, Ling Yun’s eyes lit up and he said in surprise, “Mn? The light dot lit up again!” 

Ruo Xu’s expression changed, discovering that that originally already dim light dot really lit up once 

more. 

“Huhu, looks like got to disappoint Head Elder!” Suddenly, Xuan Yu’s voice sounded out from behind. 

Ling Yun immediately felt his head swell. Two big shots coming here at the same time, it was really an 

unprecedented encounter! 

But Elder Ye was also worthy of two great elders coming in person. 

Ruo Xu snorted coldly and said, “Merely dragging out his feeble existence! The dangers of the spatial 

inheritance, it’s not like you are unaware of them!” 

Xuan Yu gave Ruo Xu a profound glance and said, “Head Elder is quite moody huh! Elder Ye is our 

Heavenly Eagle Imperial City’s pillar of society. If he dies inside, it doesn’t seem to have any benefits to 

the imperial city, right?” 

Ruo Xu’s expression changed and he said in a solemn voice, “This old man is exasperated at his failure to 

live up to expectations! He, a Pill Tower elder, run to the Martial Tower to join in what fun? Xuan Yu, if 

Elder Ye really dies inside, you also have the responsibility that can’t be shirked off!” 

Xuan Yu could not help choking when he heard that. He discovered that when Ye Yuan was not around, 

he was indeed not Head Elder’s match. 

Going one big circle, he actually trapped himself. 

Ruo Xu gave a cold snort, flicked his sleeves, and left. 

Seeing that Ye Yuan’s light dot actually lit up anew, his mood naturally could not be good. 

Xuan Yu took a look at the light dot on the light screen, calming down slightly. 

But the current Ye Yuan was rather wretched. 

The chaotic space became more and more complicated. His spatial comprehensions were already 

insufficient to support him shuttling through space anymore. 

Only after expending a Herculean effort, did he find a slightly more stable space that could let him catch 

his breath. 



“Damn it, under this kind of environment, there’s no way to comprehend spatial laws at all! Does that 

predecessor want to leave behind an inheritance or kill people?” Ye Yuan said with remorse and anger. 

Dustless said, “This chaotic space is indeed dangerous, but it should have that point just like the end of a 

thread. If you can find this thread end, you’ll naturally be able to open another door!” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “I understand the logic, but wanting to find this thread end is easier said than 

done.” 

Dustless smiled and said, “Do you think that spatial laws are cabbages? Those able to comprehend 

spatial laws are all one-in-a-million geniuses. Even though you drew parallels from inference and 

comprehended spatial laws, you know the how aspect now, but don’t know the why part. Even though 

you can barely preserve your life inside the chaotic space, comprehending spatial laws isn’t that easy.” 

Hearing Dustless’s words, Ye Yuan had a flash of inspiration, seemingly grasping something. 

“Senior, what did you say just now?” Ye Yuan asked with an anxious look. 

Dustless froze and said, “I said, you know the how, but don’t know the why.” 

Ye Yuan hurriedly waved his hands and said, “Not this sentence, it’s that sentence before!” 

Dustless was full of puzzlement and thought about it and said, “Drew parallels from inference and 

comprehended spatial laws. Why, is there a problem?” 

Ye Yuan slapped his thigh and said with delight, “That’s it! Why am I so stupid! I comprehended laws 

with Sword Dao, so why do I have to attend to the trivialities and neglect the fundamentals, forcefully 

relying on myself to comprehend it?” 

Dustless froze and said in a daze, “That works too?” 

Ye Yuan laughed and said, “Of course it works! Senior, thank you very much for your reminder! 

Otherwise, I would still dodge until god knows when foolish!” 

Finished talking, Ye Yuan took out the Junyi Sword. 

“Misty Sword Art!” 

Ye Yuan’s long sword moved, immediately entering an ethereal state. 

In the midst of the sword art, spatial laws automatically flowed. 

In virtually an instant, the entire space became berserk. 

However, Ye Yuan was completely clueless, still wrapped up in his sword art. 

Crack! Crack! 

Space shattered! 

But right at this time, Ye Yuan’s figure vanished on the spot, entering into another area of space. 

Ye Yuan did not stop, continuing to brandish his long sword like changing venues. 



The surrounding space continuously shattered, arriving at another region of space again. 

Ye Yuan discovered that it was still when he was using the Misty Sword Art that he was the most 

unrestrained. 

Compared to using spatial laws by itself, his perception towards spatial laws under this kind of state 

currently was a little higher. 

But even so, spatial laws also could not be comprehended when one wanted to comprehend. 

Fall went and spring came, there were no seasonal changes inside the chaotic space. In a twinkle, three 

years’ time passed. 

These three years, Ye Yuan had been practicing the sword constantly. 

Looking closely, Ye Yuan’s present sword art was much more exquisite than before, becoming even 

more erratic. 

Clearly, his comprehension of spatial laws became even deeper. 

On this day, Ye Yuan suddenly produced a hint of understanding in his heart. Stabbing a sword out, his 

entire person seemed to tear across the sky, directly shuttling through the void! 

Boom! 

This space was directly punched through by him, shattering into pieces! 

Suddenly, the scenery before Ye Yuan’s eyes abruptly changed, arriving in an unknown space. 

This region of space was clearly much more stable than those spaces he stayed at previously. 

Ye Yuan’s gaze suddenly turned intent, titanic waves surging in his heart. 

Because not far away, there was actually someone! 

A living person! 

That person was currently meditating. At this time, he slowly opened both eyes and looked over toward 

Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan immediately revealed a vigilant look because he was currently holding the Junyi Sword in his 

hand. 

The Junyi Sword was a divine lord mystic treasure. It was hard to guarantee that the other party did not 

have wicked designs aroused. 

Ye Yuan could not see through the other party’s situation, but through Dustless, he already knew that 

the other party was a third-layered heaven Divine Lord powerhouse! 

Even though Ye Yuan did not fear the other party, the necessary caution was still needed. 

That was a man dressed in black, his face seemed aged, and his gaze was lacking in luster like he was 

already dead. 



Ye Yuan understood very quickly, the other party was likely a Martial Tower genius from very long ago 

who attempted to enter and comprehend spatial laws like him. 

Except, he was trapped here, unable to go out. 

Ye Yuan completely did not think that there was actually still someone surviving in this space. 

That person sized up Ye Yuan. Using a hoarse voice, he opened his mouth and said, “Another one who 

came to seek his own doom! Brat, you don’t need to be so guarded. Arriving here, you’ll never get out. 

There’s no use for me to want your divine lord mystic treasure.” 

Feeling confused, Ye Yuan’s brows raised up and he said, “Why is that?” 

That person slowly shut his eyes again and slowly said, “You’ll know very soon.” 
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Chapter 1600: Short-lived? 

Ye Yuan put away the Junyi Sword and leisurely walked one round everywhere, and discovered this 

place’s different aspect very soon. 

This region of space seemed to be very stable, like ... a spatial node. 

“This place is the spatial inheritance’s central point, and it is also the safest place. But arriving here 

means that you’ll never get out. Unless ... you can fully comprehend the first two levels of spatial laws.” 

Seemingly realizing that Ye Yuan discovered something, that black-robed person opened his mouth and 

said. 

Ye Yuan was slightly surprised. He knew that the black-robed person was not lying. This region of space 

was very safe, but the space outside was very chaotic. 

Ye Yuan clasped his hands and said, “Wonder what your esteemed self’s name is and how many years 

have you been trapped here?” 

That black-robed person’s brows knitted slightly and he said in a solemn voice, “Impudent! Junior, to 

actually dare talk to me like this! If not for this place’s spiritual energy being deficient, I would at least be 

the Martial Tower’s elder right now!” 

In the view of the black-robed person, according to seniority, Ye Yuan at least had to respectfully 

address him as a senior. 

But who knew that this kid was so ignorant of the rules, directly calling ‘your esteemed self’. 

Even though he was trapped here, his pride was still there. 

Being able to live until now in itself already indicated that he was an extremely formidable genius back 

then. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Elder, is it? I’m an elder too. So talking about being on equal footing doesn’t 

seem to have any problem?” 

“Hahaha!” 
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When the black-robed person heard, he immediately let out a peal of hoarse laughter and said, “Kid, do 

you take me to be trapped here for too long and became muddle-headed, is it? Your hair isn’t even fully 

grown, elder? This joke isn’t funny at all!” 

If not for seeing that Ye Yuan was a junior of the Martial Tower and the first person to enter this place in 

so many years, he would have long smacked Ye Yuan to death with one slap. 

This kid actually dared to make fun of him! 

But in the next instant, his gaze suddenly turned sharp, staring fixedly at Ye Yuan’s hand. 

Ye Yuan’s hand really held a token! 

An elder’s token! 

The black-robed person’s pupils constricted and he revealed a disbelieving look as he exclaimed, “You ... 

Why would you possess the elder’s token? Pill Tower elder? A Three-star Alchemy God, how can you 

possibly become the Pill Tower’s elder? No, wait, this token of yours must be fake!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and directly threw the token to the other party. 

The other party inspected it, his gaze revealing a look of astonishment. 

This token was not fake! 

“Ye Yuan! Pill Tower elder! You ... How did you do it?” The black-robed person looked at Ye Yuan with 

incredible shock and asked. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Becoming the Pill Tower’s elder, it’s naturally because my pill refining 

standard is passable. If you can go out, you’ll naturally know what’s up.” 

The black-robed person’s gaze turned intent and he said with anguish, “Go out? Entering this place, you 

still want to go out? I, Coldfeather, have been trapped here for 130 thousand years already and can’t 

find the way to go out! Even if you’re a Pill Tower elder, you can forget about going out from here too!” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “130 thousand years? I don’t have so much time to waste here! I’ll just need to be 

able to go out!” 

Coldfeather snickered and said, “Overestimating your own ability! All of the people who enter the 

spatial inheritance feel that they can comprehend spatial laws. But they are all dead! Only I’m still eking 

out a meager existence till this date! This old man assessed his own ability at first. I feel that my talent is 

superior to others, but then I can only comprehend first-layered heaven spatial laws to late-stage too. 

Even if your talent far surpasses this old man’s, without several tens of thousands of years, could it be 

that you can still catch up to this old man?” 

Ye Yuan took out the elder’s token and said with a smile, “Not trying, how would you know?” 

Coldfeather suddenly calmed down and said coolly, “Back then, when this old man just entered, I was 

the exact same as you, also full of high spirits. When your drive is whittled away clean, you’ll know 

what’s called despair! Go then!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and did not answer. He then started to meditate on the spot. 



These three years, Ye Yuan comprehended spatial laws with Sword Dao laws. Now that he shattered 

space, he had some comprehensions. 

He needed to calm his heart down and contemplate the gains of these three years of cultivation. 

Gradually, Ye Yuan entered a state of emptiness. 

As for Coldfeather, with Dustless keeping watch, he was not worried. 

If Coldfeather attacked, Dustless would control the Purple Extreme Hall right away and pull Ye Yuan 

inside. 

Coldfeather looked at the Ye Yuan meditating, his gaze full of disdain. 

Coldfeather laughed mockingly and said, “An old person’s sayings are seldom untrue! When you bump 

until you’re battered and bruised, you’ll be able to experience this old man’s current state of mind.” 

... 

Time ticked away. This meditation of Ye Yuan had already taken half a year’s time. 

On this day, there was suddenly a ripple in space. 

Coldfeather suddenly snapped open his eyes, looking toward Ye Yuan with great surprise. 

“This brat actually broke through to middle-stage first-layered heaven so fast? Turns out that he already 

comprehended spatial laws. So wonder he can reach until here! Looks like this kid’s talent is really 

extraordinary!” 

Coldfeather was very sensitive toward spatial laws. The spatial undulations that Ye Yuan triggered were 

precisely first-layered heaven spatial laws’ middle-stage. 

Through three years of comprehending Dao and also experiencing half a year of accumulation, Ye Yuan 

finally broke through the bottleneck. 

At this time, Ye Yuan slowly got up, took out the Junyi Sword, and leaped, entering inside the chaotic 

space once more. 

Coldfeather looked at Ye Yuan’s disappeared back view and could not help being somewhat puzzled. 

“This boy, comprehending spatial laws, carrying a sword for what?” 

Ye Yuan’s departure was several years’ time. 

When he returned again, Ye Yuan was riddled with tons of gaping wounds, clearly being considerably 

wounded by the chaotic space. 

Fortunately, Ye Yuan had many medicinal pills on him. After consuming medicinal pills, he sat quietly 

meditated once more. 

After he fully digested these few years of comprehensions, he carried his sword and entered the chaotic 

space once again, rinse and repeat. 

Coldfeather observed from the sidelines coldly but was disapproving in his heart. 



In his view, Ye Yuan just happened to cultivate to a bottleneck previously, and only broke through 

successfully by coincidence. 

But spatial laws, the more to the back, the more profound. The time expended would increase 

exponentially. 

So much so that 10 or 20 thousand years and one would also be unable to advance an inch! 

If spatial laws could be eked out by relying on time, Coldfeather also would not be trapped for 130 

thousand years. 

... 

“Have you heard? Elder Ye had already fallen inside the spatial inheritance!” 

“Such a major thing, how could it be possible to not hear about it?” 

“Sigh, what a shame. Such an astonishing genius actually committed suicide, going to seek death!” 

“Isn’t that so! There has never been anyone capable of coming out of the spatial inheritance. Who does 

he think he is, to actually do this kind of foolish thing!” 

... 

Three years after Ye Yuan entered the spatial inheritance, the light dot that represented him finally 

totally vanished. 

This also represented that Ye Yuan already perished inside the spatial inheritance. 

When this news came out of the Martial Tower, it immediately rocked the entire inner city. 

The once dazzling genius flowered briefly like the broad-leaved epiphyllum just like this, forever 

remaining behind in the chaotic space. 

Some people felt sorry, some people had sympathy, some people gloated over other’s misfortune. 

But no one doubted that it was already impossible for Ye Yuan to come out of the spatial inheritance. 

“Sniff, sniff ... I don’t believe it! I don’t believe it! Elder Ye will definitely come out, there’s no way he 

died inside!” 

Ning Siyu threw herself on Second Elder’s shoulder and wept bitterly without ceasing. 


